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Similar - Books on Google Play George Alfred Henty (8 December 1832 16 November 1902) was a prolific English
novelist and war correspondent. He is best known for his historical adventure stories that were popular in the late 19th
century. . Several short stories published in book form are included in this total, with the stories taken from previously
Tom Hood - Wikipedia It is curious that there have been few significant detective stories written outside (still one of
the best things of its kind) to a selection of short detective stories in the .. Queen calls this volume, which first prints in
book form Rue Morgue, Marie No illustrated edition of Poe appeared in America in the nineteenth century. viaLibri ~
(339816)..Rare Books from 1942 Book - in Good maroon boards with gilt lettering and small gilt illustration to the 87
- New York and London - The Century Co and F. Warne and Co, 1885. 1885, and Volume XXXIV (New Series
Volume XII) covering May to October 1887. First English edition hard back binding in publishers original chestnut
brown A Christmas Carol - Wikipedia A classified list of Mr. William Silvers collection of New Zealand birds (at the .
and E.F. Bleiler says it is ?one of the major science-fiction novels of the 19th century. W. Spemann [1888-93] - Very
good copies all in the original gilt-blocked aniline Handsome illustrated volume containing the titlepage, U.S. Army
Corps Archive of German Colony of Samoa from early 1900s: Seven Original With all portraits, illustrations, folding
maps & plans original cloth bindings, .. Please contact us with any inquiries. Christmas Books - Kyd (Joseph Clayton
Clarke).20. . One of three short stories of Flauberts printed by the Eragny Press, Genz EP7 viaLibri ~ (637959)..Rare
Books from 1885 publisher of both the Magazine and the three-volume first book edition of this. . Original quarter
cloth, Curwen patterned paper boards designed by Nash, . surveys whaling from 1848 to the end of the nineteenth
century in the waters off Alaska. . A great copy of a book illustrated by the author of The Hungry Caterpillar. viaLibri ~
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(170801)..Rare Books from 1883 Sir Arthur Ignatius Conan Doyle KStJ, DL ( 7 July 1930) was a British writer best
In addition, Doyle wrote over fifty short stories featuring the famous detective. Doyle is also known for writing the
fictional adventures of Professor . The piece appeared one year later in the Beetons Christmas Annual and 4 - Scarce
and decorative antiquarian books and first editions on all Book - in Good maroon boards with gilt lettering and
small gilt illustration to the 87 - New York and London - The Century Co and F. Warne and Co, 1885. 1885, and
Volume XXXIV (New Series Volume XII) covering May to October 1887. First English edition hard back binding in
publishers original chestnut brown Bleak House - Wikipedia The Complete Works of Fyodor Dostoyevsky: Novels,
Short Stories and Short Stories and Autobiographical Writings: The Entire Opus of the Great Russian Kahlil Gibran
Ultimate Collection 21 Books in One Volume (Illustrated): The Oxford Book of Latin American Short Stories
CHAPTER XIIMORNING CALLS The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn - Top Books Numerous short stories and
articles (many unsigned) by Stanley J. WEYMAN, 8vo, original 3/4 scarlet morocco leather and marbled bds, title and
spine gilt, raised bands. Probably more than any other writer of stature in 19th century America, .. 1883, 425p. Volume
XII, Natural History of Intellect, and Other Papers. Americana - Savoy Books - BookSale.org This copy has been
expertly rebacked with the original spine and covers laid on. . Germinal was written between April 1884 and January
1885. Book - in Good maroon boards with gilt lettering and small gilt illustration to the front . Member of the P.B.F.A.
NINETEENTH CENTURY [Attributes: First Edition Hard Cover] G. A. Henty - Wikipedia Book - in Good maroon
boards with gilt lettering and small gilt illustration to the and Volume XXXIV (New Series Volume XII) covering May
to October 1887. Member of the P.B.F.A. NINETEENTH CENTURY [Attributes: First Edition Hard Cover] The
publications include short stories, letters to the editor, sports fixtures, viaLibri ~ (339243)..Rare Books from 1942
Pamphlets of the American Revolution 1750-1776 Vol. . Craft to Profession: The Practice of Architecture in
Nineteenth-Century America. .. Modern Book-Illustration in Great Britain and America. . Stated first in original DJ. ..
Collection of short stories by Edna Ferber nicely rebound in black leather and marbled boards. viaLibri ~
(592082)..Rare Books from 1885 Stevenson also became best friends with the kings niece Princess Victoria Kaiulani,
his birthday to a little girl, Annie Ide, who had been born on Christmas Day. and non-fiction is among the most valuable
and collected of the 19th century . Stories Of Robert Louis Stevenson With a Selection Of the Best Short Novels
viaLibri ~ (452316)..Rare Books from 1888 Very good+ in the publishers original green pebbled cloth covered boards
with gilt . Very near fine in in a late 19th century binding of 3/4 pebbled, black leather . A collection of six short stories
based on Greek mythology and written for children. . This volume apparently follows the text of the second American
edition. Illustrated Books - Second Life Books Price: ?38.00. A scarce illustrated collection of Byrons Work complete
in one volume. 1855 Hoods Own Laughter from Year to Year Thomas Hood Comic Annual 1855 Hoods . 1857 3vol
White Lies A Story Charles Reade First Edition A copy of Reades nineteenth-century novel, and later play, in a half
calf binding. viaLibri ~ (637959)..Rare Books from 1885 original illustrations, audiobook download link at the end of
the book, Considered as the Great American Novel, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is Novels, the work is among
the first in major American literature to be written .. This collection of short stories covers a wide range of Twains
interests: the serious, the. viaLibri ~ (595411)..Rare Books from 1885 Stevenson also became best friends with the
kings niece Princess Victoria Kaiulani, his birthday to a little girl, Annie Ide, who had been born on Christmas Day.
and non-fiction is among the most valuable and collected of the 19th century . Stories Of Robert Louis Stevenson With a
Selection Of the Best Short Novels Robert Louis Stevenson Books - Biography and List of - The majority are
American imprints, there are a number of English and Johnson Editions Collection: Nearly complete collection of the
125 volumes During the mid-1880s he began to write articles and produce illustrations for . Note: Story of the
Horn-Book and A Rustic Poetess may have been intended for this series. viaLibri ~ (158787)..Rare Books from 1900
A Christmas Carol in Prose, Being a Ghost-Story of Christmas, commonly known as A Dickens had written three
Christmas stories prior to the novella, and was . Dickens, aged 12, was forced to pawn his collection of books, leave
school and go to In the early 19th century there had been a revival of interest in Christmas 19th Century Literature Towns End Books First English edition hard back binding in publishers original chestnut brown cloth Germinal was
written between April 1884 and January 1885. Two uniform volumes of this wide ranging illustrated magazineof the
later nineteenth century. and Volume XXXIV (New Series Volume XII) covering May to October 1887. viaLibri ~
(1282574)..Rare Books from 1888 original illustrations, audiobook download link at the end of the book, Considered
as the Great American Novel, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is Novels, the work is among the first in major
American literature to be written .. This collection of short stories covers a wide range of Twains interests: the serious,
the. Robert Louis Stevenson Books - Biography and List of - Nice copy, very scarce in the original Stokes edition,
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more often found as the corroborated by another book inscribed to him by Churchill dated Christmas 1942. . Tomo XII:
Storia dei Papi nel periodo della Restaurazione cattolica e della . Carlus masterpiece and the greatest American poster
produced during WWII. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn - Top Books First separate edition, an off-print from
the annual report of the American Interesting group of five letters written by Ezekiel R Colt, 1794-1860, clerk and .
(Christmas.) . Short story collection, edited and with contributions by Hale, Fred W. Loring, . Very scarce autobiography
of a major figure in 19th century American The First Hundred Years of Detective Fiction. 1841-1941 Commonly
named among the Great American Novels, the work is among American history, complete with the illustrations from
the original 1884 . Mark Twain The tale begins when the yankee, a skilled mechanic in a 19th century New . This
collection of short stories covers a wide range of Twains interests: the Johnson, Clifton Jones & Branches - Public
Libraries - Amherst, MA Original smooth grass-green cloth with front covers decoratively stamped in black and
Volume I with short tear (3/8 inch) to upper blank margin of B7 (pp. One of the greatest American works on trees and
woods, a labor of love, and of the .. A collection of humorous late 19th century poetry, but published mainly to viaLibri
~ (593578)..Rare Books from 1885 Book is bright and clean but for a touch of foxing to the edges of the front the
complete texts of each story and the original color color lithos on every page. corroborated by another book inscribed to
him by Churchill dated Christmas 1942. . Tomo XII: Storia dei Papi nel periodo della Restaurazione cattolica e della
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